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Keynote abstract:
Partitioned Computing of a Markov Parameter System Identification Method in a
Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network Comprised of iMotes and Narada

The efficient extraction of information from wireless sensor networks (WSN) can be
carried out using algorithms embedded in the network itself. These embedded
programs allow the network to harness the computational resources of the individual
wireless sensor nodes to create a distributed computing network. To execute more
sophisticated data processing algorithms, it is often desirable to add additional
computational resources to the existing network. However, additional computing
resources come at the cost of increased energy consumption. This can be
problematic as wireless sensor networks are often limited to the energy that can be
scavenged from the surrounding environment or from battery packs coupled with the
nodes. Thus, it is desirable to create a network that can provide additional
computing power while minimizing the increase in energy consumption. To this end,
a heterogeneous wireless sensor network consisting of wireless units optimized for
low power sensing interspersed with units optimized for low power computing can
create a more computationally efficient network than is currently available when
working with a homogeneous network. As a proof of this concept, a hybrid WSN was
created consisting of the Narada wireless sensing units (WSU) to provide low power
sensing node and iMote2 units serving as efficient computational engines. In order
to demonstrate the efficiency of such a configuration, a network was created to
extract modal parameters based on Markov parameters. The resulting network was
then tested in the lab.

